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Abstract

Multi-agent systems are subject to performance bottle-
necks in cases where agents cannot perform tasks by them-
selves due to insufficient resources. Solutions to such prob-
lems include passing tasks to others or agent migration to
remote hosts. We propose agent cloning as a more compre-
hensive approach to the problem of local agent overloads.
According to our paradigm, agents may clone, pass tasks to
others, die or merge.

1 Introduction

Assume a multi-agent system (MAS) that receives a
stream of tasks. The agents havecapabilities which in-
dicate the types of tasks they can perform andcapacities
which indicate the amounts of resources that the agents can
access and use for task execution. Tasks are categorized by
types that can be handled by agents with appropriate capa-
bilities. We discuss the case where the task flow to an agent
overloads it. This is categorized below:
1. An agent in a MAS is overloaded, but the MAS as a
whole has the required capabilities and capacities.
2. The MAS as a whole is overloaded, i.e., the agents that
comprise the MAS do not have the necessary capacities
(however there may be idle resources in the computational
system where the agents are situated).

As a result of such overloads, the MAS will not perform
all of the tasks in time, although the required resources may
be available to it. Some solutions suggest themselves:
1. First case – overloaded agents should pass tasks to others
which have the capabilities and capacities to perform them.
2. Second case – overloaded agents create new agents to
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perform excess tasks and utilizeunused resources or migrate
to other hosts.

We present agent cloning as a means for implementing
thesesolutions. Weconsider cloning in an open environment
where agents might dynamically appear or disappear and
use the RETSINA domain-independent infrastructure [5] to
which we apply the approach.

2 The cloning approach

Cloning is a possible response of an agent to overloads.
Agent overloads are due, in general, either to the agent’s
limited capacity to process current tasks or to machine over-
loads. Other approaches to overloads include task transfer
and agent migration. Task transfer, where overloaded agents
locate other agents which are lightly loaded and transfer
tasks to them, is similar to processor load balancing. Agent
migration, which requires that overloaded agents, or agents
that run on overloaded machines, migrate to less loaded
ones, is similar to process migration and mobile agents [1].
Agent migration can be implemented by creating its clone
on a remote machine, transferring its tasks to it and dying.
Thus, agent mobility is an instance of agent cloning.

To perform cloning, an agent must reason about its own
load (current and future), its host load as well as capabili-
ties and loads of other machines and agents. Accordingly,
it may decide to: create a clone; pass tasks to a clone;
merge with other agents; or die. Merging of two agents,
or self-extinction of underutilized agents is an important
mechanism to control agent proliferation.

Since the agent’s own load and the loads of other agents
vary over time in a non-deterministic way, the decision of
whether and whento clone is non-trivial. Prior work [4] has
presented a model of cloning based on prediction of missed
task deadlines and idle times on the agent’s schedule in
the RETSINA multi-agent infrastructure [5]. This research
implements a stochastic model of decision making based on
dynamic programming to determine the optimal timing for
cloning.



3 The Cloning Procedure

The cloning procedure consists of the following:

� Reasoning before cloning: includes the reasoning
about the (possibly dynamic) task list with respect
to time restrictions, capability and resource require-
ments. It results in a decision to clone or transfer
tasks.

� Task splitting: includes reasoning that considers the
time intervals in which overloads are expected and
accordingly selects tasks to be transfered.

� Cloning: includes the creation and activation of the
clone, the transfer of tasks, and the updates of con-
nections between agents via matchmaking. The basic
actions are:
(i) Create a copy of its code. This copy, however,
may have to undergo some modification.
(ii) When cloning while performing a specific task,
an agent should pass to its clone only the relevant
sub-tasks and information. Otherwise, the clone may
face the same overload problem as its creator. In con-
trast to the typical approach to agent migration [2],
cloning does not require the transfer of an agent state.
The only transfer necessary is of the set of tasks to be
performed by the clone.

� Reasoning after cloning: collects information re-
garding the benefits of the cloning and environmental
properties (such as task stream distribution), and sta-
tistically analyzes them, to learn for future cloning.

While the reasoning of whether to initiate cloning is per-
formed continually (i.e., when there are changes in the task
schedule or if previous attempts to clone have failed), the
cloning itself is a one-shot procedure.

4 Simulation

Simulation results show that cloning increases the perfor-
mance of the MAS. To simulate the RETSINA agents [3],
we have measured their resource consumption. We simu-
lated the agent system with and without cloning, with the
following settings: 10 to 20 agents; 10 clones allowed; up
to 1000 tasks dynamically arriving at the system; normal
distribution of tasks with respect to the required capabili-
ties and resources for execution (10% of the tasks beyond
the ability of the agents to perform them within their par-
ticular deadlines); an agent can perform 20 average tasks
simultaneously. The results of the simulation are depicted
in figure 1. The graph shows that for small numbers of
tasks (0 to 100) a system which practices cloning performs
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Figure 1. Task execution w/wo cloning

(almost) as well as a system with no cloning When the num-
ber of tasks increases, the cloning system performs much
better. Beyond some threshold, (around 350 tasks) even
cloning cannot help. Note that in the range 150 to 350 tasks
cloning results in task performance which is close to the
optimal (85% as compared to 90% which is optimal), where
optimality refers to the case in which all of the available
resources are efficiently used for task performance.

5 Conclusion

Agent cloning is the action of creating and activating a
clone agent (locally or remotely) to perform some or all of
an agent’s tasks. Cloning is performed when an agent per-
ceives or predicts an overload, thus increasing the ability of
a MAS to perform tasks. We have presented agent cloning
as a means for balancing the loads and improving the task
performance of a MAS running on several remote machines.
We found that for large numbers of tasks, cloning signifi-
cantly increases the portion of tasks performed by a MAS.
Currently we are in the process of embedding the cloning
protocol into each autonomous agent in theRETSINA MAS.
In future work we intend to use cloning for agent mobility.
In addition, we are developing protocols for agent merging
or self-extinction.
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